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LINZ refers to the group as the Motu Kairangi/Watts Peninsula Working Group. 

There has not been an iwi-Crown working group established with regards to the 
disposal of the former Wellington Prison site at Mount Crawford and this is outside 
the scope of the Motu Kairangi/Watts Peninsula Working Group. 

2. What is the composition of the working group: i.e. what organisations are 
represented and which individuals are attending the working group? 

The individuals attending the Working Group have changed over time but the 
organisations represented have stayed constant (as listed above). Since its 
establishment, the Working Group has been chaired by a senior leader from LINZ and 
the current chair is Kathy Mansell, Kaihautū/Deputy Secretary, Māori Crown Relations.  

3. Which land precisely is covered by the working group (please provide a map) 
and how many hectares in total are under consideration? 

The area the Working Group is exploring enduring governance and administrative 
arrangements for is the former New Zealand Defence Force site located at the 
northern end of Miramar Peninsula in Wellington known as Watts Peninsula 
(approximately 76-hectares in size). This area is shown in dark green with a red border 
on the map attached as Appendix 1  

4. Whose initiative was the working group? Iwi (which groups) or crown? If iwi, 
which iwi organisations? 

The Working Group was established as a result of discussions between Ministers, 
Crown agencies and PNBST. 

5. Is the working group considering a housing development and, if so, 
approximately how many houses and what area of land are being considered? 

The Working Group is exploring enduring governance arrangements for Watts 
Peninsula as a reserve; it is not considering any housing developments within this 
area. The Working Group is not involved in the disposal process for the former 
Wellington Prison site at Mount Crawford. 

6. Will local people with an interest in the future of Mt Crawford-Matai Moana be 
informed of and involved in the plans before options are put to ministers? If so, 
when and in what way? 

An update on the Watts Peninsula reserve area will be provided to the public once the 
Minister has considered advice from LINZ and made further decisions regarding how 
the reserve will be administered following transfer to DOC.  
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Appendix 1:  Map showing land currently known as Watts Peninsula in dark green with red border 
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